Programme Mile End High School
Charter of Student RIGHTS and RESPONSIBILITIES

At Programme Mile-End High School, we are committed to promoting equity and academic excellence for all our students.
As a school community, we also affirm and nurture our students’ intersecting identities and actively strive
to denounce all forms of discrimination and hate.
The purpose of this Charter is to ensure that our school is a safe, respectful and inclusive learning environment so that
all our students can thrive academically and emotionally.

INDIVIDUAL

ACADEMIC

As a student, I have the RIGHT to

As a student, I am RESPONSIBLE for



be treated respectfully, equitably, and fairly by all
members of the school community, as well as any
visitors to the school;



treating all members of the school community, as
well as any visitors to the school, equitably, fairly,
and with respect;



a safe, supportive, and inclusive learning
environment that is conducive to my success;



respecting all school policies and procedures,
including coming to school every day on time and
ready to learn;



support from all the professionals who work in the
school.



making appropriate use of the resources available in
the school.

As a student, I have the RIGHT to

As a student, I am RESPONSIBLE for



a full education leading to a High School Leaving
Certificate or vocational program;



adopting appropriate student behaviors and making
my best effort in and out of class;



receive regular feedback and evaluations of my
academic work;



completing coursework to the best of my ability and
applying feedback to future work;



an education that recognizes and respects my
individual strengths and challenges.



making positive contributions to the classroom and
school community.

ENVIRONMENTAL

As a student, I have the RIGHT to

As a student, I am RESPONSIBLE for



attend a school that is pleasant and clean;



keeping the school space pleasant and clean;



attend a school with students who are free from the
influence of alcohol and drugs;



coming to school free from the influence of alcohol
and drugs;



attend a school that embraces and cultivates
diversity;



refraining from − and denouncing, when possible −
any intimidating, discriminatory or hateful behavior
or incidents of violence;



a school that I am proud to attend.



maintaining the good reputation of the school.

I have read and understood my RIGHTS and RESPONSIBILITIES as a student at Programme Mile End High School.
STUDENT:
PARENT/GUARDIAN:

_______________________________

_______________________________

________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

________________

Name (please print)

Name (please print)

Signature

Signature

Date

Date

